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Peace and forgiving religion

By Seyed Mostafa Mir Mohammady*

Synopsis:

After September 11 th all the Western mass media increased their

anti-Islamic propagandas saying Islam is a warmonger and aggressive religion.

Based on Quarn and the Holy Prophet s behavior and sayings the

present article first represents a true image of peace seeking and forgiving Islam

and then analyses the motives and reasons why the opponents of Islam present a

distorted picture of Muslims and Islam.
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Shiite and Sunni scholars. The books are a sign of Muslim sattention

to the issue.
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Monotheism and Islamic religions

Written by Ez aI-Din Reza Najad*

The Muslims have a common ideology about beliefs,

jurisprudence and morality. Some individuals try to exaggerate the

Controversial issues and consequently, misrepresent the path to

getting united. The present article tries to elaborate one of the

Muslims common grounds. Monotheism is one thing, all religions

base their fundamental on, and Muslims, like other God believers,

are much too faithful to be polytheist.

This article discusses the viewpoints of Motazele, Ashaere,

Matridiya, Salfiya and Imamiya followers abut monotheism.

The final chapter of the book is the bibliography of 20

illustrious books with the subject of monotheism, written by the
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era, and then begins exploiting the resorts of Islamic World

indirectly.

But a short while after the end of World War II, ideas

promoting the global prophecy of Islamic began to blissom,

st::-ategies in dealing with the world Muslims.

Finally it was th all-encompassing phenomenon of Islamic

uprising that took the West aback, and forced it to employ its entire

means and strategist at service of confrontation with the Islamic

uprising on the one hand, and to analyzing it on the other.



The Muslims' retreat was cliked with Abdo's mild response to

Lord Chrome's viewpoints. Laical supporters of Sheikh Abd8, that

were a small part of this large group of proponents, welcomed those

remarks and approached Lord Chrome's viewpoints to a farther

extent. There have also been people throughout the Islamic W orId

who have yielded to those thoughts and promoted them.

Side by side with that antagonistic and biased Western

approach towards the global Islamic movement, there has

also been another Western Orientalist approach called 'The

Neo-Thrid Worldrs'.

The initiator of that approach is Ms. Shirin Hunter, who has

elaborated her idea in the book Future Perspective of Islam

and the West. She believes based on Islamic values the inhumane

attributes of the Western culture, such ad ignoring all ethical norms

of sexual conduct, looting the wealth and manpower of the other

nations, and the like, are condemned and unacceptable based on

Islamic teachings.

She says that the West has always been after exploiting the

resorts of the Islamic world through various approaches, after

resorting to the intimidation of the Islamic nations. The West gives

unreal independence to certain Islamic countries during a historic



West and Islamic Uprising

In this research work the author initially refers to the

expansion of the tritory at the advent of Islam despite the will of the

Persian and Roman empires, and then surveys the conquering of

Andolos by Islamic commanders that led to Islam's eight - century

rule in Europe.

The article refers to some of the agrssions of the West against

the Islamic W orId, that have led to strong reactions such as the

Algerian Revolusion, Seyyed jamaleddin, Mohammad Abdo, and

Kawakebi's reforms movements, the Senousies Movement in Libya,

and the Muslims' Revolution of india. side with those movements

and revolutions that were of different natures and resorted to

var ious approaches , the Wes t , t o o , Pursued w i th i t s

anti-political-Islam movement till it bore fruit in great disaster of

1924, or the collapse of the Ottoman Empire.










